General

What services does the Technology Support Center provide for personally-owned computers?

PERSONALLY-OWNED COMPUTER SUPPORT POLICY

The Technology Support Center's main purpose is to support university-owned computer systems. We also ensure that personally-owned systems are able to access the campus network and provide limited support for personal systems. A list of services we can provide for your computer is complied below:

We WILL...

- Register your computer and other devices for network access.*
- Ensure that your resident hall's network port works.
- Troubleshoot and attempt to diagnose and resolve your network connectivity problems.
- Confirm compliance with network connectivity policies.
- Assist you with installing open-source antivirus software on your computer.
- Make recommendations regarding software and hardware service upgrades.
- Provide contact information for local computer retailers and service technicians.

We will NOT...

- REPAIR OR REPLACE BROKEN COMPUTER COMPONENTS.
  - Our resources are reserved for university-owned computers. INSTEAD we can provide contacts for local computer retailers and service providers. At your request, we can also notify our technicians to see if any of them can help you on their own time.

- TAKE APART YOUR COMPUTER.
  - Liability and warranty concerns prevent us from performing tasks outside of normal user maintenance and service. INSTEAD we can attempt to diagnose your problem and make recommendations about how to get it fixed.

- PERFORM DATA RECOVERY OR DATA BACK-UP.
  - Liability concerns, time, and resource constraints required to perform data services prevent us from being able to back-up or recover your data. INSTEAD we can tell you how you may be able to backup or recover your data, or provide you with retail contacts that may be able to assist you.

- FORMAT OR REINSTALL YOUR OPERATING SYSTEM.
  - INSTEAD we can answer specific questions about installation. If you require extensive assistance, you can bring your computer into our
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Please note: You **must** remain in our office until the installation is complete.

- **SUPPORT OR TROUBLESHOOT ROUTERS, GAMING CONSOLES, OR PDA DEVICES.**
  - These are considered non-essential to school and are thus not supported. **INSTEAD** we can ensure your router, gaming console, or PDA is properly registered for network access.*

- **REMOVE SPYWARE, MALWARE, OR OTHER MALIGNANT SOFTWARE.**
  - Spyware removal is often extremely time-consuming and can also be a liability. **INSTEAD** we can recommend spyware removal tools or suggest a format-reinstall to ensure complete spyware removal.

- **TROUBLESHOOT A COMPUTER THAT DOES NOT BOOT.**
  - Most of the time, computers that do not boot require an operating system reinstallation or hardware service. **INSTEAD** we can provide you with retail contacts that may be able to assist you.

- **PROVIDE YOU WITH SOFTWARE.**
  - Licenses for software on lab computers are property of the university and thus we are unable to supply software to students for free. **INSTEAD** links for free and discounted software can be found by going to the page located [here](https://it-faq.fit.edu/it_faq/content/9/97/en/what-services-does-the-technology-support-center-provide-for-personally_owned-computers.html).

- **INSTALL SOFTWARE FOR YOU.**
  - **INSTEAD** we can try to answer questions about the software you are installing. If you require extensive assistance, you can bring your computer in to our office while you install the software. **Please note:** You **must** remain in our office until the installation is complete.

*By registering any device for campus network access, you agree to and accept the terms and conditions of the university's [Acceptable Use Policy](https://it-faq.fit.edu/it_faq/content/9/97/en/what-services-does-the-technology-support-center-provide-for-personally_owned-computers.html).*
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